LOCATION RELEVANCE

195 minutes* to Hamburg Airport
80 minutes* to Hanover Airport
356 minutes* to Rotterdam
655 minutes* to London
589 minutes* to Airport Paris Only
69 minutes* to Airport Leipzig/Halle
275 minutes* to Frankfurt am Main Airport

101 minutes* to Berlin/Brandenburg Airport

Largest waterway junction in Europe
Second-largest inland port in Germany

LONG-TERM PLANNING IN MAGDEBURG

SANDRA YVONNE STIEGER
Vice Mayor for Business, Tourism and Regional Co-operation
E-mail: wirtschaft@stb.magdeburg.de

*by car
330,000 m² volume of new construction projects – the third most dynamic logistics region in Germany\(^1\)

Total area of the 17 parks: 4.63 km and thus the fourth greenest city in Germany\(^2\)

€4.48 billion of purchasing power in the urban area

43%* construction industry

29% medical field

17% research

7% start-ups

5% IT/ICT

\(\text{\footnotesize \textsuperscript{1} Logivest}\) \(\text{\footnotesize \textsuperscript{2} Statista}\)

\(\text{\footnotesize \textsuperscript{*This figure is the proportion of the total number of all companies in Magdeburg.}}\)